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㐃վ囸踽輏◜⚂տ	The Gloria Scott
╚襬气䲿ꃏꇕ                                            ր㐃┞⠥⬈㝙
溸兰┪䧰⾕䧰溸劗琀曗䷨偅㑀㐃挪晽偪♒靿ւ襬气ꄻ鎮劕䌤䒠筥䧰澶溸霾掿
ꄻ⡽䕒✘澚┞濤փց ̕ Ian Sansomռ㸧ꓨ筥ս

The book as object, as                         content, as idea, as interface. ̕ Amaranth Borsuk, 
THE BOOK

Books are the best medium for many artists working today. The material 
seen on the walls of galleries in many cases cannot be easily read/seen on walls but can be more 
easily read at home under less intimidating conditions. ̕ Sol LeWitt
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I realized that for the first time this book had an inexplicable                        thing I was looking 
for, and that was a kind of a huh? Thats what Ive always worked around. All it is is a device to 
disarm somebody with my particular message. 
[]
 Huh?: this onomatopoeia stands for What is it?,  Why?, What does it 
mean? etc. ̕ An Interview with Edward Ruscha by Willoughby Sharp,  a Kind 
of a Huh?

Artists books are: 1. Portable /                                                                    2. Durable / 3. Inexpensive / 
4. Intimate / 5. Non-precious / 6. Replicable / 7. Historical / 8. Universal. ̕ Pat Steir
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Books need to circulate to have an impact by being read. That is why books 

                                                                                                                 came about in the first place.Owning 
a book is fine but it still needs to be accessible. ̕ Eva Weinmayr, Library Undergroundˌ
A Reading List for A Coming Community
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Artists books are, like any other                                                                       medium, a means of 
conveying art ideas from the artist to the viewer/reader. Unlike most other media they are available 
to all at a low cost. They do not need a special place to be seen. They are not valuable except for the 
ideas they contain. They contain the material in a sequence which is determined by the artist. 
(The reader/viewer can read the material in any order but the artist presents it as s/he thinks it 
should be). Art shows come and go but books stay around for years. They are works themselves, 
not reproduction of works. Books are the best medium for many artists working today. The 
material seen on the walls of galleries in many cases cannot be easily read/seen on walls but can be 
more easily read at home under less intimidating conditions. It is the desire of artists that their ideas 
be understood by as many people as possible. Books make it easier to accomplish this. 
̕ Sol LeWitt, Art-Rite no.14, Idea Poll

Many of the themes 
                                                                             confirm photographys inexorable flight towards the 
                                                                             personal. Identity and memory are probably the most 
important overriding concernsˌas they are tied naturally to the photographic mediumˌbut 
explored in a myriad of ways, from the intensely personal to the angrily political. It can be said 
that the overall standard of the photobook has risen, but that there may be fewer obvious peaks. 
However, at the end of this survey, it would seem pertinent to give a few outstanding recent 
examples of contemporary photobookmaking. ̕ Gerry Badger, Between the Novel and the 
Film: A Brief History of the Photobook
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                                                                     Displaying books in an exhibition white cube is complicated 
for three reasons: first, people are not used to touching objects in an exhibition space; second, an 
exhibition is usually not a comfortable place to read; and third, the books that you allow people 
to touch should be replaceable, as they will surely be damaged. ̕ Antoine Lefebvre, Portrait of 
the Artist as a Publisher: Publishing as an Alternative Artistic Practice
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                                                                                             Jean-Claude Carrière剹奎鎥溸╒┯┞㴼ꌬ
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̕ ռ䨿劕䧰⠰屜饿ꇅ溸剹ս

                                                                                               For us, exhibiting photobooks in a different 
way means focusing on the photobook as an object that can be experienced physically. We 
always try to make it possible to get close to the books. Visitors can simply leaf through the 
pages. At the same time, with visual stagings that go beyond exhibition walls, we draw attention 
to certain key images or creative qualities of the books. It is important for us to leave space in 
the exhibition site for free associative engagement with the work. Sometimes this is done with 
texts, and sometimes installations that shape the space make a book something that visitors can 
literally walk into, without overstaging the object. ̕ Anne-Katrin Bicher, Please Browse!: 
Notes on Exhibiting the Photobook
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閣訓ꄻ埞跖銋䩜茥㐃澶婞溸䟩聋┪册⯒气嵛祕ㅠ❔靿Artists 

Book 㹧儱䪻跖銋䩤ꅾ✘溸气嵛
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饿ց剹ꄻ埞溸做䑑⟜饨◗剹⛰▢⺪茥氘气⺞┞甦갳꪿▢괜锣❹
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韈♃箪䌤勔✘ㄼ婜溸 Artists Book
䧰䞰☑䌤勔㐃䟩聋┪⺪♧潸◧攍溸
睙┞篂儱睌輏⾕䟩聋溸龞䳗ꄻ儱 Marcel Broodthaers 㐃 1975 䌑⢳溸
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䧰⠰嬓㝙ꌬ澚⯒
                                         䔕⦒㝂묋劋닷☭┞◳䈳㠻溸ꅑ⢏♧ր䔕⦒ց溸做䑑⼱槁▢㹧儱靿
                                         ⦒墮咀⛣溸ꊙ㹧剳곔ꀦ⯂◗⯒꾁❔┯韣䧰⠰⟥䧶┯⟥屜劕☴
묉嬡婩剱澶潸剳㵽儅溸◜◗ ̕ Jean-Claude Carrièreռ♧挪珢剹ս

When considering the artists photographic book as a genre, we cannot escape the vagueness of 
its classification. Defined only through its physicality and processes, the authorship behind such 
works is open to debate. Is, for example, a catalogue of photographs representing an artists own 
opus to be included in this form? Does a book of photographs owned by an artist qualify for this 
title, or must the work come from the artists own hand; 

                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                     if so, would a factual 
book illustrated photographically be eligible, or must photography as an art form take 
precedence in the publication? ̕ Sylvia Grace Borda, The Artists Photographic Book: 
Towards a Definition
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In the March 1964 issue of Artforum, Ed Ruscha took out an advertisement for his new self-
published book, Twentysix Gasoline Stations. Ruscha has done some design work for the magazine, 
and took his payment for those services in the form of this ad. It featured an image of the books 
front cover, with the caption: REJECTED Oct. 2, 1963 by the Library of Congress, Washington 
25, D.C. Ruscha had sent the book to the library of record for all publications originating in the 
United States, and instead of adding it to its collection, the library had returned it to him. It looked 
like a book and was bound like a book, but there must have been something about its content or 
structure that caused a librarian to send it back. Perhaps it was its lack of identifiable publisher, or 
the opaqueness of its intent in regards to photographic imagery and sequencing, but Twentysix 

Gasoline Stations was officially categorized as a non-book. ̕ David Senior, New Old Media
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